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ABSTRACT
The throughput of existing MIMO LANs is limited by the number of
antennas on the AP. This paper shows how to overcome this limita-
tion. It presents interference alignment and cancellation (IAC), a new
approach for decoding concurrent sender-receiver pairs in MIMO
networks. IAC synthesizes two signal processing techniques, inter-
ference alignment and interference cancellation, showing that the
combination applies to scenarios where neither interference align-
ment nor cancellation applies alone. We show analytically that IAC
almost doubles the throughput of MIMO LANs. We also implement
IAC in GNU-Radio, and experimentally demonstrate that for 2x2
MIMO LANs, IAC increases the average throughput by 1.5x on the
downlink and 2x on the uplink.
Categories and Subject Descriptors C.2.2 [Computer Sys-
tems Organization]: Computer-Communications Networks
General Terms Algorithms, Design, Performance, Theory
Keywords Interference Alignment, Interference Cancellation
1 Introduction
Multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technology is emerging as the nat-
ural choice for future wireless LANs. The current design, however,
merely replaces a single-antenna channel between a sender-receiver
pair with a MIMO channel. The throughput of such a design is always
limited by the number of antennas per access point (AP) [5, 29]. Intu-
itively, if each node has two antennas, the client can simultaneously
transmit two packets to the AP. The AP receives a linear combination
of the two transmitted packets, on each antenna, as shown in Fig. 1.
Hence, the AP obtains two linear equations for two unknown packets,
allowing it to decode. Transmitting more concurrent packets than
the number of antennas on the AP simply increases interference and
prevents decoding. Thus, today the throughput of all practical MIMO
LANs is limited by the number of antennas per AP.
This paper introduces Interference Alignment and Cancellation
(IAC), a practical scheme to overcome the antennas-per-AP through-
put limit in MIMO LANs. IAC synthesizes two interference manage-
ment techniques: interference alignment and interference cancella-
tion, showing that the combination improves performance in scenarios
where neither interference alignment nor cancellation applies alone.
To get a feel for how IAC works, consider again a 2-antenna client
that uploads two concurrent packets to a 2-antenna AP. Say we have
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Figure 1: Throughput of currentMIMOLANs is limited by the number
of antennas per AP. The hi j’s are known channel coefficients, and the
pi’s are concurrent packets. The client transmits two concurrent packets.
The AP receives a different linear combination of the transmitted packets
on each antenna, which it solves to obtain the packets.
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Figure 2: IAC Example. AP1 decodes packet p1 and sends the decoded
packet on the Ethernet to AP2 which then performs interference cancel-
lation to subtract p1. As a result AP2 can decode p2 and p3.
a second 2x2 client-AP pair on the same wireless channel and within
interference range. Can the second client-AP pair concurrently upload
a third packet? In existing MIMO LANs, the three concurrent packets
interfere. As a result, each of the two APs gets two linear equations
with three unknown packets, and hence cannot decode.
In contrast, IAC allows these three concurrent packets to be de-
coded. To do so, IAC exploits two properties of MIMO LANs: 1)
MIMO transmitters can control the alignment of their signals at a
receiver, and 2) APs are typically connected to a backend Ethernet,
which they can use for coordination. Thus, in IAC, the two clients
encode their transmissions in a special way to align the second and
the third packets at AP1 but not at AP2, as shown in Fig. 2. As a
result, AP1 can treat the second and third packets as one unknown;
i.e., AP1 has the equivalent of two equations with two unknowns,
allowing it to decode the first packet, p1. AP1 then sends the decoded
packet on the Ethernet to AP2, which can now perform interference
cancellation to subtract the effect of the known packet. As a result,
AP2 is left with two linear equations over two unknown packets, p2
and p3, which it can decode. The system delivers three packets per
time unit. Hence, its throughput is not bounded by the number of
antennas per AP.
Note the synergy between interference alignment and interference
cancellation. Interference alignment aligns a subset of the packets at
the first AP, allowing it to locally decode one packet and hence boot-
strap the decoding process. Interference cancellation enables other
APs to use the decoded packet to cancel its interference, and hence
decode more packets. Neither interference alignment nor cancellation
would be sufficient on its own to decode the three packets in Fig. 2.
IAC has the following features:
• IAC brings in more gains than apparent in the above example and
generalizes to any number of antennas. For a MIMO system with
M antennas, we prove analytically that IAC delivers 2M concurrent
packets on the uplink, and max(2M−2,⌊ 32M⌋) on the downlink –
i.e., it doubles the throughput of the uplink, and almost doubles the
throughput of the downlink for a large number of antennas.
• IAC delegates all coordination to the APs, which tell the clients how
to encode their packets to produce the desirable alignment. Further,
the channel estimates required for computing this alignment can
be computed from ack packets with negligible overhead.
• IAC works with various modulations and FEC codes. This is be-
cause IAC subtracts interference before passing a signal to the
rest of the PHY, which can use a standard 802.11 MIMO modula-
tor/demodulator and FEC codes.
We have built a prototype of IAC in GNU-Radio and evaluated it
using a testbed of 20 USRP nodes, each equipped with 2-antennas.
Our results reveal the following findings:
• IAC improves the average throughput of our 20-node 2-antenna
MIMO LAN by 1.52x on the downlink and 2.08x on the uplink.
These experimental gains are slightly higher than the analytical
ones because our analysis does not model IAC’s diversity gains.
• IAC is fair in the sense that every client in our testbed benefits from
using IAC instead of current MIMO.
• IAC provides a gain for any number of clients including a single
active client. In this case, IAC exploits diversity to improve the
throughput by 1.2x.
1.1 Contributions
This paper makes three main contributions:
• It presents interference alignment and cancellation (IAC), a new
interference management technique that synthesizes interference
alignment and interference cancellation, showing that the combina-
tion increases the throughput in scenarios where neither alignment
nor cancellation applies separately.
• It analytically demonstrates that IAC almost doubles the multiplex-
ing gain (i.e., number of concurrent transmissions) of flat-fading
interference-limited MIMO LANs. The capacity of a distributed
network can be written as [6]:
C(SNR) = dlog(SNR)+o(log(SNR)),
where d is the multiplexing gain and the capacity is computed as a
function of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). At relatively high SNRs,
the capacity is dominated by the first term and linearly increases
with the multiplexing gain, d. We prove that IAC increases the
multiplexing gain of flat-fading MIMO LANs, and thus provides a
linear increase in the capacity characterization of these networks.
• It presents the first implementation of interference alignment
demonstrating its feasibility. Our results show that in flat-fading
channels, alignment can be performed without any synchroniza-
tion even in the presence of different frequency offsets between
concurrent transmitters.
2 Related Work
Related work falls in the following areas.
(a) MIMO Communication Theory. Our work builds on the theory
of interference alignment. Recent work has argued that pre-processing
signals at the senders in a manner that aligns interference at the
receivers increases the total capacity of wireless networks [3, 6, 9, 21].
However, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to present
a system design and an implementation of interference alignment,
showing that such idea works in practice. Further, this paper is the
first to combine interference alignment with interference cancellation,
showing that the combination, termed IAC, increases the throughput
in scenarios where neither alignment nor cancellation helps alone.
Our work builds on recent advances in the theory of multiuser
MIMO (MU-MIMO). MU-MIMO advocates having multiple clients
concurrently communicate with a single AP or base station [11, 13,
29, 30]. Thus, the throughput of MU-MIMO is limited by the number
of antennas on a single AP [13]. In contrast, this paper shows that
IAC overcomes the antennas-per-AP throughput limit.
Our work is also related to Virtual MIMO [29, 20]. Virtual MIMO
allows multiple transmitters to transmit concurrently and makes the
receivers collaborate to jointly decode the concurrent transmissions.
Virtual MIMO, however, remains a theoretical concept with no practi-
cal design because of two difficulties. First, it requires the transmitters
to be synchronized to the symbol level. Second, it requires the re-
ceivers to communicate the raw received signal samples to be jointly
decode. Communicating signal samples generates excessive overhead
because to capture a signal without loss of information one needs to
sample it at twice its bandwidth at each antenna, with each sample
about 8-bit long. For example, to jointly decode three APs with four
antennas each, one needs to send 6 Gb/s on the Ethernet. In con-
trast, IAC’s receivers communicate decoded packets, and hence the
Ethernet traffic remains comparable to the wireless throughput.
(b) Wireless Networks. Past work on single-antenna systems has
proposed using multiple APs to improve coverage [26, 8], balance
the load [22], or recover corrupted packets [24, 31]. This paper use
multiple APs but focuses on MIMO networks, and introduces IAC, a
new technique that enables MIMO LANs to support a larger number
of concurrent transmissions than possible with existing designs.
Prior work has also advocated allowing concurrent transmissions in
the context of single-antenna nodes. Some of these designs prevent in-
terference by dividing the resources between users. For example, they
might assign the different users different frequency bands [25, 26], or
different codes [7, 17]. Other designs use interference cancellation
to decode in the presence of interfering signals [14, 18]. IAC differs
from this work in focus because it addresses MIMO networks. It also
differs in mechanisms because IAC does not assign users different
frequency bands or different codes and applies to scenarios where
interference cancellation alone does not apply.
Finally, APs with directional antennas divide the space into sectors,
each served by a different antenna. This prevents interference between
nodes in different sectors, allowing multiple clients to communicate
concurrently with the AP. Our approach is orthogonal to directional
antennas since we can enable nodes in the same sector (i.e., nodes
that interfere) to communicate at the same time.1
3 Interference Alignment and Cancellation
IAC’s design targets MIMO wireless LANs in a university or corpo-
rate campus where APs are connected via a wired infrastructure (e.g.,
Ethernet). Today these networks use one AP to serve any particular
area, and limit interference by assigning adjacent APs to different
1It is a common mistake to think that MIMO beam-forming is equivalent to directional
antennas. Beam-forming allows the signal to constructively combine at the intended
receiver, increasing its throughput. This however still creates interference at nodes that
are not in the direction of the intended receiver. Hence, beam-forming cannot overcome
the antennas-per-node throughput limit of MIMO LANs.
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Figure 3: Two Packets on Uplink. The client transmits two packets,
p1 and p2, from its two antennas. The packets arrive along the vectors
H[1 0]T and H[0 1]T , where H is the channel matrix and [.]T refers to
the transpose of a vector. To decode p1 and p2, the AP projects along the
vectors orthogonal to H[0 1]T and H[1 0]T respectively.
802.11 channels. Similar to the current architecture, in IAC, adjacent
areas employ different 802.11 channels, but in contrast to the current
architecture, each of these areas is served by a set of APs on the same
channel, rather than a single AP. IAC allows this set of APs to serve
multiple clients at the same time despite interference. To do so, it
leverages the wired bandwidth to enable the APs to collaborate on
resolving interfering transmissions.
IAC has three components: 1) a physical layer that decodes con-
current packets across APs, 2) a MAC protocol that coordinates the
senders to transmit concurrently on the wireless medium, and 3) an
efficient mechanism to estimate channel parameters.
4 IAC’s Physical Layer
IAC modifies the physical layer to allow multiple client-AP pairs to
communicate concurrently on an 802.11 channel. IAC operates below
existing modulation and coding and is transparent to both.
For clarity, we present our ideas in the context of a 2-antenna per-
node system, and assume nodes know the channel estimates. Later,
we extend these ideas to any number of antennas and explain how we
measure channel functions. Our presentation focuses on scenarios
where interference from concurrent transmissions is much stronger
than noise and is the main factor affecting reception.
(a) Two concurrent packets on the uplink: Let us start with the
standard MIMO example in Fig. 3, where a single client transmits
two concurrent packets to an AP. Say that the client transmits p1
on the first antenna, and p2 on the second antenna. The channel
linearly combines the two packets (i.e., it linearly combines every two
digital samples of the packets). Hence, the 2-antenna AP receives the
following signals:
y1 = h11p1 +h21p2
y2 = h12p1 +h22p2,
where hi j is a complex number whose magnitude and angle refer to
the attenuation and the delay along the path from the ith antenna on
the client to the jth antenna on the AP, as shown in Fig. 3.
Since the nodes have two antennas, the transmitted and received
signals live in a 2-dimensional space. Thus, it is convenient to use 2-
dimensional vectors to represent the system [29]. This representation
will allow us to use simple figures to describe how a MIMO system
works. We can re-write the above equations as:(
y1
y2
)
= H
(
1
0
)
p1 +H
(
0
1
)
p2, (1)
where H is the 2×2 uplink channel matrix (i.e., the matrix of hi j’s).
Thus, the AP receives the sum of two vectors which are along the
directions H[1 0]T and H[0 1]T (where [.]T refers to the transpose
of a vector), as shown in Fig. 3.
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(a) Three Packets Without IAC.
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(b) Three Packets With IAC.
Figure 4: Three Packets with/without IAC. In (a), the clients transmit
the packets without alignment. The packets combine at the APs along
three different vectors and the APs cannot decode any packet. The sec-
ond case shows how IAC delivers three packets on the uplink. Specifi-
cally, two of the three packets are aligned at AP1, allowing AP1 to decode
one packet and send it to AP2 on the Ethernet. AP2 uses interference can-
cellation to subtract the packet and decode the remaining two packets.
Assume the AP knows the channel matrix, H, (we will see how to
estimate it in §8). Decoding is easy; to decode p1, the AP needs to get
rid of the interference from p2, by projecting on a vector orthogonal to
H[0 1]T . To decode p2 it projects on a vector orthogonal to H[1 0]
T .
We refer to the direction that a receiver projects on, to decode, as the
decoding vector.
(b) Three concurrent packets on the uplink: Consider what hap-
pens if another client concurrently transmits a packet, as shown in
Fig. 4a. Using the same derivation as above, AP1 receives:
(
y1
y2
)
= H11
(
1
0
)
p1 +H11
(
0
1
)
p2 +H21
(
1
0
)
p3,
where H11 and H21 are channel matrices from the first and second
clients to AP1. Said differently, AP1 receives the combination of three
packets p1, p2, and p3, along three vectors H11[1 0]
T , H11[0 1]
T and
H21[1 0]
T , as shown in Fig. 4a. Since AP1 has only two antennas,
the received signal lives in a 2-dimensional space; hence AP1 cannot
decode three packets. Said differently, for any packet pi, the AP
cannot find a projection (decoding vector) that eliminates interference
caused by the other two packets. The second access point, AP2, is in
a similar state, it receives three packets along three vectors H12[1 0]
T ,
H12[0 1]
T and H22[1 0]
T , and cannot decode for the same reason.
However, one advantage of MIMO is that a transmitter can control
the vectors along which its signal is received. For example, when a
transmitter transmits packet p1 on the first antenna, this is equivalent
to multiplying the samples in the packet by the unit vector [1 0]T
before transmission. As a result the received vector at the AP is
H[1 0]T p1, where H is the channel matrix from transmitter to receiver.
If the transmitter, instead, multiplies the packet p1 by a different
vector, e.g.,~v, the AP will receive the vector H~vp1. Thus, instead of
transmitting each packet on a single antenna, we multiply packet pi
by a vector~vi (i.e., multiply all digital samples in the packet by the
vector) and transmit the two elements of the resulting 2-dimensional
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Figure 5: Four Packets on the Uplink. IAC allows AP1 and AP2 to
decode one packet each, and AP3 to decode the two remaining packets.
This requires three packets to be aligned at AP1 and two packets at AP2,
which can be done by picking appropriate encoding vectors.
vector, one on each antenna. Thus, by changing~vi, we can control the
vector along which the AP receives the packet. We call the vector~vi
the encoding vector of packet i.
Now, we can apply this method to the 2-client and 2-AP system
to transmit three concurrent packets. In particular, the transmitters
multiply packet i with vector~vi, as shown in Fig. 4b. We want to pick
~v2 and~v3 such that the second and third packets (i.e., p2 and p3) are
aligned at AP1, as in Fig. 4b, that is:2
H11~v2 = H21~v3, (2)
where H11 and H21 are the channel matrices from the first and second
clients to AP1. This can be easily done by picking random (but
unequal) values for~v1 and~v2 and substituting in the above equation
to get~v3 (i.e.,~v3 = H
−1
21 H11~v2).
3
In this case, AP1 receives the second and third packets aligned on
the same direction as in Fig 4b. Thus, AP1 can decode the first packet,
p1, by projecting on a vector orthogonal to the aligned interference,
i.e., a vector orthogonal to H11~v2 and H21~v3. Since these two vectors
are already aligned, there is a vector that is orthogonal to both of them,
and thus the AP can decode. Note that without alignment, AP1 could
not decode because H11~v2 and H21~v3 would have different directions,
and no vector will be orthogonal to both.
Note that aligning two vectors with respect to AP1 does not mean
that they are aligned with respect to AP2. This is because the chan-
nels from the clients to the two APs are different and independent.
However, we do not need to align the signals at AP2. AP1 can decode
the first packet and send it to AP2 on the Ethernet. Now AP2 knows
the first packet. It also knows the channel functions (see in §8 how
we compute channel functions). Hence it can reconstruct the signal
associated with the first packet and subtract it from what it received.
This is standard interference cancellation [19, 29]. After cancellation,
AP2 is back into a scenario similar to typical MIMO, namely two
packets on two different directions, in a 2-dimensional space. Hence,
it can decode. Thus, we obtained all three packets. AP1 decoded the
first packet, and AP2 decoded the second and third.
(c) Four concurrent packets on the uplink: Let us try to increase
the number of concurrent packets on the uplink to 4. We cannot
do this with only 2 clients and 2 APs (This is because the system
2In general, aligning the directions would mean H11~v2 = αH21~v3, where α is a scalar.
Also note that the vectors are normalized to satisfy the power constraints. But for clarity,
we ignore these details in our description.
3Channel matrices are typically invertible because the antennas are chosen to be more
than half a wavelength apart. If the matrix is not invertible, then you don’t really have a
MIMO system because the two antennas translate into just one equation.
is already too constrained to produce the desirable alignment.) We
need to add an additional AP-client pair. For example, consider
the three APs and three clients, in Fig. 5. The first client transmits
packets p1 and p2, the second client transmits p3 and the third client
transmits the fourth packet, p4. Now that we have developed a vector
representation, it is fairly simple to produce an IAC solution for any
configuration. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 5, AP1 needs to align 3
out of 4 packets. This results in one free packet, e.g., p1, which can
be decoded with orthogonal projection, as we did earlier. From the
perspective of AP2, p1 is already decoded at AP1, and hence can be
subtracted and removed from the signal. Thus, AP2 is left with three
unknown packets. To decode one more packet, it needs to have 2 out
of 3 packets aligned, as shown in Fig. 5. From the perspective of AP3,
two packets are already decoded at AP1 and AP2, and their signal can
be canceled using interference cancellation. Thus, AP3 is left with
only two unknown packets, which it can decode. Hence, AP3 does
not need to align any packets. We can achieve the desired alignment
(i.e., the alignment in Fig. 5) by solving the following equations:
H11~v2 = H21~v3 = H31~v4 (3)
H22~v3 = H32~v4, (4)
where Hi j is the uplink channel matrix from the i
th client to the jth
AP. Eqs. 3 ensures the desired alignment at AP1 and Eq. 4 ensures the
desired alignment at AP2. Effectively, this translates to three linear
equations in three unknowns (the vectors), which can be solved. Thus,
the APs can decode four concurrent packets.4
(d) The downlink: The discussion so far has focused on the uplink,
what about the downlink? Clearly the downlink is more limited,
since the clients cannot cooperate over a wired Ethernet. A client
cannot decode one packet and send it to other clients for interference
cancellation. The lack of cooperation means that the clients have to
decode independently. So, we need to align the interference at each
client to ensure that it can decode at least one packet. For a 2-antenna
system, this means that we can at best deliver 3 concurrent packets on
the downlink. This however is still higher than what can be delivered
in today’s point-to-point MIMO LANs.
Say that we want to deliver packets p1, p2, and p3 to Client 1,
Client 2, and Client 3 respectively. Each client needs to receive the
two undesired packets aligned along the same vector and the desired
packet along a different vector, as shown in Fig. 6. To achieve this
behavior, each AP transmits one of the three packets. Now the roles
are flipped: the APs are the transmitters and the clients the receivers.
Hence, each AP multiplies the transmitted packet by a vector~vi that
is carefully chosen to ensure the desired alignment. Specifically, we
need to ensure:
Hd21~v2 = H
d
31~v3 (5)
Hd12~v1 = H
d
32~v3 (6)
Hd13~v1 = H
d
23~v2, (7)
where Hdi j is the channel from the i
th AP to the jth client, i.e., the
downlink channels. The three equations above align the packets at
each client to ensure that the two undesired packets are along the
same vector. These are three linear equations over three unknown
vector and can be solved using standard methods (similar to how we
solved Eqs. §3 and §4). Hence, each client can decode its desired
packet by orthogonal projection.
4 The solution to the alignment is ~v4 = eig(H
−1
32 H22H
−1
21 H31), where eig(H) is an
eigen vector of H, and~v2 = H
−1
11 H31~v4 and~v3 = H
−1
21 H31~v4.
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Figure 6: Three Packets on the Downlink. The APs deliver one packet
to each client. To enable the client to decode its packet, all the undesired
packets at the client must be aligned.
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Figure 7: Four Packets on Downlink. At the first client, packets p3 and
p4 are aligned along one dimension, allowing p1 and p2 to lie in a two
dimensional space and hence be decoded. Similarly, at the second client,
packets p1 and p2 are aligned, allowing p3 and p4 to be decoded.
5 Beyond Two Antennas
The previous section focuses on 2-antenna systems, but for the gen-
eral case of M antennas per-node, what is the maximum number of
concurrent packets that can be delivered? Further, how many APs are
needed to support such a system?
Naively, it might seem that the number of concurrent packets is
constrained only by the number of APs. Specifically, it might seem
that one can align the received packets at every AP, allowing each of
them to decode at least one packet, and hence one can keep increasing
the number of concurrent packets by increasing the number of APs.
This is however misleading because aligning a signal at one receiver
limits the ability of the transmitter to freely align it at a second
receiver. In particular, every alignment imposes new constraints on
the encoding vectors at the transmitter. For a feasible solution, the
constraints should stay fewer than the free variables in an encoding
vector. Since the encoding vector has as many variables as there are
antennas on the node, the number of constraints cannot exceed the
number of antennas. Thus, using more APs is beneficial but only up
to a point, after which one needs to increase the number of antennas.
Below, we demonstrate that in IAC, the number of concurrent packets
can be almost twice the number of antennas, and that this gain is
achieved with a relatively small number of APs.
(a) Downlink. In [15], we prove the following:
Lemma 5.1 In a system with M antennas per node, the maximum
number of concurrent packets IAC can deliver on the downlink is
max{2M−2,⌊ 32M⌋}. For M > 2, IAC achieves this with M−1 APs.
For M = 3, the above lemma tells us that we can achieve 4 concurrent
packets on the downlink. Fig. 7 shows the downlink case. We have
two APs and two clients. Each AP transmits two packets, one for
each client. Since the clients have three antennas, the signal is in a
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Figure 8: Six Packets on Uplink. At AP1, all the packets other than p1
are aligned on a two dimensional plane, allowing p1 to be decoded. At
AP2, p2, p4 and p6 are aligned along, allowing p3 and p5 to be decoded.
At AP3, we cancel p1, p3 and p5 leaving p2, p4 and p6 to lie along three
different dimensions and be decoded.
three dimensional space. Thus, if we align two packets along one
dimension, the other two packets are free of interference and can be
decoded, resulting in 4 concurrent packets.
The above procedure can be generalized to any number of antennas.
Specifically, if we have M−1 APs and two clients, a procedure that
makes each AP transmit a packet to each client can deliver a total of
2M−2 concurrent packets across the two clients. For a large M, this
almost doubles the throughput of current MIMO LANs.
(b) Uplink. In [15], we prove the following:
Lemma 5.2 For a M-antenna system, three or more APs, and at least
two clients, IAC can deliver 2M concurrent packets on the uplink.
For M = 3, the above lemma tells us that we can achieve 6 concur-
rent packets on the uplink. Fig. 8 shows three clients transmitting to
three APs. At the first AP, five out of six packets are aligned in the
same plane. This leaves one packet free of interference and hence
can be decoded. From the perspective of the second AP, one packet
is already decoded and hence can be eliminated from the received
signal. Out of the five packets left, the second AP needs to have three
packets aligned along one dimension and two free packets, allowing
it to decode two packets. Finally, from the perspective of the last AP,
three packets are already decoded and hence their interference can be
eliminated. This leaves the last AP with three unknown packets in a
three dimensional system and hence it can decode all of them.
Again, this procedure can be applied independent of the number of
antennas. Specifically, one needs to align 2M packets such that the
first AP can decode one packet, the second AP decodes M−1 packets
and the last AP decodes M packets.
6 Practical Issues
The practicality of IAC relies on being able to implement interfer-
ence alignment and interference cancellation. IAC uses only the
subtraction step of interference cancellation. Interference cancella-
tion typically involves two steps: first it decodes one of the concurrent
packets in the presence of interference and second it subtracts the
decoded packet from the rest to remove its contribution to interfer-
ence, allowing the decoding of more packets. IAC replaces the first
step with interference alignment to orthogonalize interference and
eliminate its impact as it decodes one of the concurrent packets. It
uses interference cancellation only to subtract the decoded packet.
The subtraction step of interference cancellation is widely studied
and has been shown to work in practical implementations [4, 14, 18].
Furthermore, the subtraction step does not require any synchroniza-
tion between transmitters,5 works with OFDM systems and various
modulation schemes, and can accommodate single tap and multi-tap
frequency selective channels [19, 10].
In contrast, prior to this paper, interference alignment has been a
purely theoretical idea with no practical implementation. Thus, in
this section, we focus on the practicality of performing alignment.
(a) Frequency offset: In practice, a transmitter-receiver pair always
exhibits a small frequency offset, ∆ f . The frequency offset causes
the phase of the received signal to increase linearly with time, i.e.,
the received vector rotates with time. Since the frequency offset is
typically different for different sender-receiver pairs, signals from
different transmitters that are aligned at the same receiver will rotate at
different rates. Thus, it might seem that signals that are aligned at the
beginning of a packet will lose alignment with time and be completely
misaligned by the end of the packet. This reasoning however is
incorrect because interference alignment happens in the antenna-
spatial domain and not the I-Q domain.6 Differences in frequency
offset cause relative differences in how the signals rotate in the I-Q
domain but only scale the direction of the vectors in the spatial domain
by a complex number, leaving the alignment unaffected. Specifically,
suppose the encoding vectors, ~v1 and ~v2, are picked to satisfy the
equation H11~v1 = H21~v2. As a result of the two frequency offsets,
∆ f1 and ∆ f2, the channel, Hi1(t), changes as a function of time as
Hi1e
j2pi∆ fit . Thus, these time varying channels satisfy the equation:
H11(t)e
− j2pi∆ f1t~v1 = H21(t)e
− j2pi∆ f2t~v2
H11(t)~v1 = e
j2pi(∆ f1−∆ f2)tH21(t)~v2
The complex function e j2pi(∆ f1−∆ f2)t scales the vector, H21(t)~v2, leav-
ing its orientation unaffected. Since alignment only requires that the
two vectors have the same orientation, the signals remain aligned
through the end of the packets despite different frequency offsets.
Realizing that signal alignment is unaffected by rotation in the I-Q do-
main is an important lesson that we learned from the implementation.
(b) Different Modulations: Interference alignment works indepen-
dent of what constitutes the signal, i.e., independent of the modulation
scheme (BPSK, QAM, or OFDM). It might seem that the modulation
scheme, say QAM, changes the signal orientation and hence breaks
the alignment. Again this argument is incorrect because modulation
changes the signal’s orientation in the I-Q domain, but interference
alignment happens in the antenna spatial domain.
(c) Symbol Synchronization: One lesson that we learned from the
implementation is that for relatively flat channels, you do not need
to have symbol level synchronization. Specifically, if the channel
between each transmit-receive antenna pair can be represented by a
single complex number, hi j , whose magnitude refers to the attenuation
and phase refers to the delay along the path, interference alignment
can then be implemented accurately without transmitter synchroniza-
tion. This arises from two facts: 1) we perform interference alignment
at the signal level and not symbol level, i.e., we align signal samples
regardless of what symbol they represent, 2) the alignment occurs in
the spatial antenna domain, not the I-Q domain, and hence though
unsynchronized transmitters may not be aligned in the I-Q domain,
this does not affect their alignment in the spatial antenna domain.7
5Once the receiver knows the bits and estimates the channel function from the pream-
ble, it can reconstruct the corresponding continuous signal, sample it at the desired points,
and subtract it from its received version.
6The I-Q domain is the 2-dimensional space that refers to the transmitted complex
number.
7It should be noted that interference alignment is different from multi-user MIMO
(which typically requires synchronization) in that not all signals need be decodable at a
receiver. Specifically aligned interferers need not be decodable.
Note that modeling the channel between a pair of antennas as a sin-
gle complex number is accurate for narrowband or flat channels, but
becomes less so as the width of the channel increases. We conjecture
that even if the channel is not quite flat, one can still do the alignment
separately in each OFDM subcarrier without trying to synchronize
the transmitters. In this case, there is some interference between the
OFDM subcarriers, but given that nearby subcarriers typically have
similar frequency response, for moderate width channels the resulting
imperfection in the alignment stays acceptable. We cannot check
this conjecture on USRP1 since their channel is fairly narrow and is
accurately modeled with a single complex number.
7 Medium Access Control
Since IAC allows multiple clients and APs to transmit simultaneously,
it changes the requirements of the MAC. The challenge in designing
a MAC protocol for IAC arises not only from the need to enable
multiple nodes to concurrently access the medium, but also from our
desire to maintain minimal complexity at the clients. Specifically, a
client should be oblivious to the number of APs in the system, and
other clients who transmit concurrently. Finally, since traffic is bursty,
we need to dynamically change the combination of concurrent clients
to match instantaneous traffic demands, while respecting fairness.
The basic principle underlying our solution is to move complexity
to APs, which arbitrate the medium among clients, and also provide
each client with its encoding and decoding vectors. Our solution has
two components: 1) a MAC protocol that allows multiple nodes to
access the medium concurrently, and 2) a concurrency algorithm that
decides which clients upload/download concurrently.
7.1 Accessing the Medium
Our design extends the 802.11 Point of Coordination Function (PCF)
mode to allow it to support multiple concurrent senders. PCF is part of
the standard [12]. It allows the AP to arbitrate the medium by polling
the clients, and is originally designed to enable 802.11 networks to
deal with time sensitive information.
(a) Contention-Free and Contention Periods. In IAC, one of the
APs is designated as the leader. The leader AP acts as a coordina-
tor. It polls the clients and grants access to those who have data
to transmit [12]. Similar to PCF, we divide time into: Contention
Free Period (CFP) and Contention Period (CP), as shown in Fig. 9.
A contention-free period starts with the leader AP broadcasting a
beacon that announces the duration of the current CFP. During a CFP,
the leader AP coordinates access to the medium enabling the nodes to
transmit using IAC. This is followed by a contention period, during
which any node can contend for the channel using standard 802.11n.
The objective of this design is to use the contention period to allow
new clients to associate with the APs, or to transmit after a long period
of silence, using point-to-point MIMO. In contrast, the contention-
free period (CFP) is used to pack transmissions as much as possible,
increasing throughput. The duration of the contention period (CP) is
constant, while the duration of CFP varies depending on congestion.
During CFP, the APs serve one packet (on uplink and downlink) to
each client that has pending traffic. Hence, when congestion is low
and queues are empty, the CFP naturally shrinks, and clients spend
more time in CP. When congestion is high, many clients have pending
traffic and hence the CFP expands, which is desirable as this mode
uses IAC to pack transmissions and increase efficiency.
(b) Acquiring Medium During CFP. Next, we explain how con-
current transmitters acquire the medium during a CFP. Clearly, this
CF-
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Figure 10: The metadata in a DATA+Poll frame. This metadata is
broadcast by the leader AP alone to inform the clients in a downlink
transmission group of their decoding vectors and the other APs of their
encoding vectors.
requires knowing which clients are served concurrently. This is the
job of the concurrency algorithm, which divides clients with pending
traffic into groups of concurrent transmissions that we call transmis-
sion groups. It further decides which AP serves which client in a
transmission group, and the values of the encoding and decoding vec-
tors. The process for deciding this is described in §7.2. In this section,
we focus on how to deliver packets in each transmission group.
Fig. 9 shows the series of events during a contention-free period.
At the beginning of a CFP, the leader AP sends a beacon. The leader
AP then steps through the downlink transmission groups, one at a
time, transmits their downlink packets with the help of other APs, and
polls the corresponding clients for uplink traffic. This mode is similar
to current PCF behavior, except that in the current PCF the AP steps
through a list of individual clients, one at a time; whereas in IAC the
leader AP steps through a list of transmission groups.
(b.1) Downlink. The leader AP first goes through the list of down-
link transmission groups. With the help of other APs, it sends a
DATA+Poll frame to each group. This frame has two parts. The
first part, shown in Fig. 10, is broadcast by the leader AP alone, and
contains the ids of the clients in the group and their encoding and
decoding vectors. The ids are given to the clients upon association.
The encoding and decoding vectors are computed by the concurrency
algorithm which runs on the leader AP. The leader AP also includes a
frame id, Fid, the number of APs and a checksum of its broadcast.
Further, it sets the length of the DATA+Poll frame to the maximum
length of the packets in the transmission group, so that all clients know
when the frame ends. The second part of the frame is the combination
of concurrent transmissions by all APs. For the example of three APs
with 2-antennas each, this part has the three APs transmitting a packet
to each of the three clients in a transmission group.
Note that both the clients and APs listen to the leader AP as it broad-
casts the first part of the DATA+Poll frame. In order to transmit
concurrently, the APs need to learn their encoding vectors. Similarly,
the clients need to learn the decoding vectors to be able to decode
their data. The clients and APs can use the checksum to test whether
they received the correct information. Note that the transmissions still
work fine if any of the APs or the clients failed to hear the leader AP.
Specifically, the AP/client who failed to hear the leader AP, will not
transmit. The other transmissions can go as desired.
After the DATA+Poll frame, the clients in the transmission group
send their acks, one after the other, using traditional MIMO. The order
in which they transmit these acks is the same as the order of their ids
in the DATA+Poll frame. These acks are similar to synchronous
802.11 acks. In 802.11, they are sent one after each data packet. Here
the data packets are sent concurrently and all acks follow.
(b.2) Uplink. After going through all downlink groups, the leader
AP steps through the uplink groups. Similar to the downlink case, the
leader AP first broadcasts a Grant frame specifying the ids of the
clients that will transmit on the uplink, and the encoding and decoding
vectors. The other APs listen to the encoding and decoding vectors
and wait for clients’ transmissions. The clients in an uplink group
use their encoding vectors to transmit simultaneously on the uplink.
Each client transmits a Data+Req frame. This frame contains the
client’s uplink data. If the client still has traffic to send, the frame
will also contain a new request for transmission. Each AP listens to
the Data+Req frame and projects the received signal on the proper
decoding vector. This projection is orthogonal to the interfering
signals and hence it allows each AP to receive its client of interest.
One difference between the uplink and downlink is that, while each
client on the downlink can immediately ack its packet, the APs need to
decode successively using interference cancellation and hence cannot
send synchronous acks. The solution however is simple. During
the following contention period, the APs inform the leader AP of
successful receptions using Ethernet. The leader AP combines and
sends all acks at the beginning of the next CFP, by embedding them
in the beacon information as a bit map. This should not cause any
significant delay since it allows all clients in the CFP mode to learn
about their previous packet before they get to send the next packet.
At the end of CFP, the leader AP sends a CF-End frame. This
allows the clients to go back to the contention mode, where they use
traditional point-to-point MIMO. A few points are worth noting.
(a) How do we deal with lost packets and retransmissions? If a
packet is lost on the uplink, the client discovers the loss from the
lack of an ack (at the beginning of the next CFP) and asks for a new
transmission slot next time it is polled. On the downlink, the corre-
sponding AP discovers the packet loss immediately, from the lack of
a client ack, and asks the leader AP to schedule a retransmission.
(b) Is it possible for various APs to make inconsistent decisions?
Only the leader AP makes decisions, while other APs are dumb
transmitters/receivers. Similar to clients, they receive their encoding
and decoding vectors for each transmission group over the medium
and use them without any modification. They only inform the leader
AP in case a packet is lost, or the channel’s estimate has changed.
(c) How often do APs need to communicate over the Ethernet
and what do they exchange? As described in §4, APs exchange
the decoded packets over the Ethernet to perform interference can-
cellation. Further, the subordinate APs need to tell the leader AP
whenever a packet is lost or channel coefficients to a client changes
by more than a threshold value. The APs can send this information as
annotation on packets they exchange to perform cancellation.
(d) How large is the Ethernet overhead? To minimize Ethernet
overhead, IAC connects the set of APs using a hub. This design
ensures that every decoded packet is broadcast only once to all APs
and to the switch that forwards the packet to its wired/final destination.
In this design every packet is transmitted once and there is no extra
overhead. While a hub is less efficient for a general Ethernet than a
switch, it is a natural choice to connect the IAC APs. This hubbed
network is then connected to the rest of the Ethernet via a switch.
(e) How large is the wireless overhead associated with IAC’s
MAC? IAC introduces metadata to coordinate clients and APs.
Specifically, concurrent transmissions are preceded by a short broad-
cast from the leader AP to inform the client-AP pairs of their encoding
and decoding vectors. Such a broadcast message already exists in
802.11 PCF mode. 8 We only annotate these messages with extra
information that is a few bytes per client-AP pair. Assuming 1440
byte packets, the overhead of the metadata amounts to 1-2%. In
comparison, the throughput improvement expected from IAC is 1.5x
to 2x, which more than compensates for the loss.
7.2 Concurrency Algorithm
The concurrency algorithm runs at the leader AP. The leader AP
maintains a FIFO queue for traffic pending for the downlink and a
similar queue for uplink requests learned from DATA+Poll frames
(see §7.1). Given the queues of uplink and downlink traffic, the con-
currency algorithm generates the uplink and downlink transmission
groups. Without loss of generality, we will focus on the downlink.
There are multiple options for how to combine clients. The brute
force approach considers all combinations of clients with queued
packets and all different ways of assigning them to existing APs, com-
putes the encoding and decoding vectors, and estimates the throughput
of each combination. The throughput of a transmission group can be
estimated without any transmissions as:∑i log(1+‖
~vTi Hi~wi‖
2), where
the sum is over client-AP pairs, Hi is the channel for a pair, and ~vi and
~wi are the corresponding encoding and decoding vectors [29]. It then
creates transmission groups for the queued packets which maximize
throughput. There are two problems with such an approach. First, es-
timating the throughput for every combination of clients in the queue
is a combinatorial problem in the number of clients. Second, since
this approach focuses on maximizing throughput, it always prefers
clients with good channels and hence is unfair. Alternatively, one can
always create transmission groups by combining packets according
to their arrivals in the FIFO queue. This approach is simple and
gives each client a fair access to the medium, but is oblivious to the
throughput of a particular grouping. In practice, different groups may
yield significantly different throughput gains (see §10.3).
(a) The Best of Two Choices. IAC’s concurrency algorithm
balances the desire for high throughput with the need to be fair. To
prevent starvation and reduce delay, it always picks the head of the
FIFO queue as the first packet in the current transmission group. To
reduce computational overhead, it picks other clients in the group
using the best of two choices, a standard approach for reducing the
complexity of combinatorial problems [23]. Say each group has three
clients, and we already picked the first client in the group as the client
whose packet is at the head of the transmission queue. We randomly
pick two clients with queued packets as candidates for the second
position in the group. Similarly, we also randomly pick two clients
for the third position in the group. Now we estimate the throughput
for the four transmission groups formed by these potential candidate
clients and pick the group that optimizes throughput. As a result,
instead of computing throughput for every possible combination of
clients, we just compute it for four random client combinations.
Let us now consider the fairness of the approach. A client is
considered for transmission either because it is at the head of the
queue or because of a random choice. Both these cases give the
client a fair access to the medium. However, since after picking
the candidate clients, we still optimize for throughput, we need a
mechanism to ensure that clients that never maximize throughput get
picked. To do this, we assign a credit counter to each client. If the
client is considered as a result of a random choice, and is ignored since
8802.11 calls the Grant frame CF-Poll, i.e., it is a poll without downlink data.
it does not maximize throughput, the counter is incremented; but if it
is picked for transmission the counter is reset. If the counter crosses a
threshold, the client is selected as part of the group irrespective of the
throughput. This mechanism ensures that every client is part of some
group at least a minimum number of times.
8 Channel Estimation
In IAC, the APs estimate and convey the channels to the leader AP as
annotation on the decoded packets sent over the Ethernet.
(a) Uplink: To estimate the encoding and decoding vectors for the
uplink, we need the physical channel from each concurrent client
to each AP, as shown in Eqs. 3 and 4. In the absence of concurrent
clients, estimating this channel is a standard MIMO technique [2].
Thus, the first time a client broadcasts an association message, all
APs estimate the channel from that client to themselves. Once the
APs have an initial estimate, they need to track it. This is done using
the client’s ack packets from the contention-free period, and its data
packets from the contention period. Both packet types are transmitted
without any concurrent transmissions. Hence they can be processed
using standard MIMO channel estimation [2].
Since the APs can estimate the channel from every ack the client
transmits, they obtain a frequent estimate of the channel. In static en-
vironments the channel is relatively stable and can be easily tracked at
this estimation frequency. Slight inaccuracy in estimating the channel
only means that the interference is not fully eliminated after applying
the encoding and decoding vectors. As long as most interference is
eliminated, the loss in throughput stays negligible.
(b) Downlink: Channel estimation is typically done at the re-
ceiver [7]. Thus, we have two options: either have clients estimate
and convey the channels to the leader AP when it polls them, or try
to have APs estimate the channel by exploiting reciprocity between
uplink and downlink channels. In our measurements, the latter option
worked with sufficient accuracy and hence we adopt it. Reciprocity
means that the channel from node A to node B is the transpose of the
channel from B to A. Thus, an AP can use the uplink channel from a
particular client to infer the downlink channel to that client.
It is important to understand that channel reciprocity does not mean
that the link between two nodes A and B is symmetric. Reciprocity
(i.e., the kind that we care about in this paper) means that the channel
coefficients are the same, but the noise or interference could be vastly
different. For example, if A transmits symbol x, node B receives yB =
Hx +nB. Similarly, in the opposite direction, node A receives yA =
Hx+nA. The channel multiplier, H, is the same, but the noise could
be much higher at A if it is close to a microwave oven. Hence, one may
see many packet drops at A but not at B, but this does not contradict
reciprocity. Reciprocity has been confirmed in measurements [16, 28,
27] and is used in QUALCOMM’s 802.11n proposal [2].
Reciprocity cannot be applied directly without calibration to ac-
count for hardware differences between the tx and rx chains. The
calibration however can be computed once and does not change for
the same sender receiver pair. IAC uses a calibration method from
the QUALCOMM’s 802.11n proposal [2]. Let Hd be the channel
between a particular AP and client pair, and Hu the uplink channel
from that client to the same AP. Then:
(Hd)T = CClient,rx H
u CAP,tx, (8)
where HT refers to the transpose of H, and CClient,rx and CAP,tx are
constant diagonal matrices that describe the extra attenuation and
delay observed by the signal in the transmit and receive hardware
chains on the client and the AP respectively.
Figure 11: Testbed Topology.
9 Complexity
IAC multiplies each packet with an encoding vector at the transmitter
and projects on a direction orthogonal to interference at the receiver.
Both pre-coding and projection are general operations in MIMO
designs [2]. IAC also performs interference cancellation, which is
linear in the number of cancelled packets. Since, the packets cancelled
at an AP are already decoded at prior APs, all the packets can be
cancelled in parallel. Hence, the delay from cancellation can be made
independent of the number of cancelled packets.
10 Performance Evaluation
We evaluate IAC in a testbed of MIMO software radios. Each node
is a laptop connected to a 2-antenna USRP radio board and runs the
GNU-Radio software. To create a MIMO node, we equip each USRP
with two RFX2400 daughterboards. We also set the MUX value in
software to allow the FPGA to process samples from both antennas.
(a) Topology. Our testbed, shown in Fig. 11, has 20 nodes. Each
node has two antennas. All nodes are within radio range of each other
to ensure that concurrent transmissions are enabled by the existence
of multiple antennas, not by spatial reuse.
(b) Modulation. IAC uses the modulation/demodulation module as
a black-box and hence works with a variety of modulation schemes.
Our implementation, however, uses BPSK, which is the modulation
scheme that 802.11 uses at low rates.
(c) Parameters. We use the default GNU-Radio parameters. How-
ever, in order to drive two antennas at the same time, we double the
interpolation and decimation rates at the transmitter and the receiver.
Each packet consists of a 32-bit preamble, and 1500-byte payload.
(d) Compared Schemes. We compare the following:
• IAC: This is our implementation of IAC.
• 802.11-MIMO: There are multiple proposals for 802.11n [2, 1].
These schemes are all point-to-point, i.e., they allow only one
transmitter to access the medium at any point in time. They how-
ever differ in the amount of channel information available to the
transmitter, with more channel information leading to better perfor-
mance [29]. Since IAC uses full channel information, we compare
it with an 802.11 MIMO design with full channel information
available to both sender and receiver. This design is based on
QUALCOMM’s eigenmode enforcing [2] and uses an approach
that is proven optimal for point-to-point MIMO [29].
(e) Setup. In each experiment, we randomly pick some nodes to act
as APs and others to act as clients. We repeat the same experiment
with IAC and 802.11-MIMO. Three points are worth noting.
• First, we allow 802.11-MIMO access to the same number of APs
as IAC. Though 802.11-MIMO cannot use the additional APs for
concurrent transmissions, it can use them to increase diversity.
For example, if there are three APs, each 802.11-MIMO client
communicates with the AP to which it has the best SNR.
• Second, we use a simplified TDMAMAC for both IAC and 802.11-
MIMO. The MAC assigns the same number of transmission times-
lots to the two schemes. Consider an uplink scenario that involves
three clients and three APs. We start with the 802.11-MIMO exper-
iment and assign each client to its best AP. Each client transmits for
100 time slots, for a total of 300 time slots for the 802.11-MIMO
experiment. We follow with an IAC experiment where clients
transmit together for a total of 300 time slots. We then repeat the
experiment for a different client set. This simplified MAC allows
for a fair comparison between IAC and 802.11-MIMO because it
assigns the medium equally to each scheme. Implementing the
MAC in §7 requires access to accurate timing information, and
the ability to quickly switch the board from a transmit mode to a
receive mode. These requirements are not supported by the current
USRP-GNU-Radio platform.
• Finally, both IAC and 802.11-MIMO use the GNU-Radio basic
decoding modules (e.g., packet detection, clock recovery, synchro-
nization, and channel estimation) and the same system parameters.
(f) Metric. It is typical in the networking community to compare
the throughput of various designs. Throughput results, however,
do not bring much insight for radios that do not have proper rate
adaptation. Specifically, both in theory and practice, wireless systems
(e.g., 802.11a/b/g/n cards, WiMax, etc.) can exploit a higher SNR to
use denser modulation and coding schemes, and hence increase their
throughput. GNU-Radios however do not yet support rate adaptation.
In this case, it is not sufficient to compare throughput because two
systems may have the same throughput yet one of them has a higher
SNR. In an actual wireless product, the higher SNR system would use
better modulation and coding schemes to achieve a higher throughput
but current GNU Radios cannot exploit this higher SNR. Another
way to look at the problem is as follows. Say we take a 2-antenna
system and show that IAC can decode four concurrent packets, while
802.11-MIMO decodes only 2 concurrent packets. In this case, the
throughput of our system will be double the throughput of 802.11-
MIMO. Such a result however is ambiguous because it is not clear
whether the 802.11-MIMO system has a higher SNR. If it does,
then 802.11-MIMO could have used denser modulation and coding
schemes, potentially doubling its throughput, or maybe tripling it.
Because of this ambiguity, it is preferable to measure performance at
the physical layer in terms of SNR or a function of it.
Thus, for both 802.11-MIMO and IAC, we measure the signal to
noise ratio, SNRMeasured , for each transmitted packet. We compute
the achievable rate, i.e., the rate that could be achieved in the presence
of optimal rate adaptation [29]:
Rate = ∑
i
log2(1+SNR
i
Measured)[bit/s/Hz], (9)
where the sum is over all concurrent packets. For each scheme, we
average the above rate over the whole experiment, and compute the
gain as the ratio of the average rate of IAC to that of 802.11-MIMO:
Gain =
RateIAC
Rate802.11−MIMO
. (10)
10.1 IAC’s Multiplexing Gain
The main advantage of IAC is that it increases the number of con-
current packets, i.e., it provides a multiplexing gain. In §5, we have
demonstrated this gain analytically. Here, we check it in practice.
Experiment with 2-by-2 Uplink. We randomly pick two clients
from the testbed to upload traffic to two APs, then repeat the exper-
iment with different clients and APs. We compare IAC to 802.11-
MIMO. In 802.11-MIMO, each client uses its best AP and transmits
two packets simultaneously, and the two clients alternate in using
the medium. In IAC, the two clients simultaneously transmit three
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Figure 12: 2-Client and 2-AP Uplink. The figure shows a scatter plot
of the average rate under IAC and 802.11-MIMO. The rate is measured
as bits per second per a Hz of frequency bandwidth. The two lines are
for reference; they illustrate the cases of no-gain in transfer rate, i.e.,
“Gain=1” and a doubling of transfer rate, i.e., “Gain=2”. The figure
shows that for the 2-client and 2-AP uplink scenario, on average, IAC
increases the transfer rate by 1.5x over 802.11-MIMO.
packets to both APs, but in one time slot, client 1 uploads a single
packet and client 2 uploads two packets, while in the next slot, client
1 uploads two packets and client 2 uploads one packet.
Results for 2-by-2 Uplink. Fig. 12 shows a scatter plot of the
average rate under IAC and 802.11-MIMO. Each point on the graph
corresponds to a particular 2-client and 2-AP choice, and is gener-
ated as follows. We first transmit packets using 802.11-MIMO and
measure the received SNR for each packet. We compute the 802.11-
MIMO achievable rate according to Eq. 9. Second, we repeat the
experiment for the same 2-client and 2-AP choice but with IAC. Sim-
ilarly, we measure the SNR for each received packet and compute
the achievable rate under IAC using Eq. 9. For each point in the
figure, the x-axis shows the average rate under 802.11-MIMO while
the y-axis shows the average rate under IAC.
The figure supports the analysis, showing that for the 2-client
and 2-AP uplink, IAC’s transfer rate is on average 1.5x higher than
802.11-MIMO. The figure also shows a significant variance around
the average gain, i.e., in certain experiments the gain is less than 1.5
and in others it is more. The variance in the gain is partially due to
channel and noise variations over the duration of an experiment. More
importantly, the variance is mainly due to relative differences between
the channels of the two clients in an experiment. In particular, IAC’s
gain is typically lower when the channel matrices of the two clients
are similar. To see why this is the case, consider the extreme scenario
when the two clients have exactly the same channels to the two APs
(i.e., H11 = H21 and H12 = H22). In this case, aligning the two clients
at one AP implies aligning them at the other AP, and hence you cannot
decode. In practice, two clients are unlikely to have the same channel
to both APs. However, the more similar their channel matrices, the
more the alignment is affected by noise and imperfection of channel
estimates, and hence the less the gain from IAC. On the other hand,
IAC’s gain may exceed 1.5x because of spatial diversity. Specifically,
in IAC, one of the concurrent clients uploads two packets and the other
uploads one. The client that uploads one packet uses both antennas to
transmit. This creates a diversity gain that increases the received SNR
and the achievable rate. Thus, in addition to its multiplexing gain, IAC
can exploit diversity to achieve a higher rate for this packet, getting a
higher gain over 802.11-MIMO than analytically demonstrated. This
diversity gain is further studied in §10.2.
Experiment with 3-by-3 Uplink and Downlink. Next, we want
to check whether IAC can further increase the multiplexing gain.
In §5, we found the bound on the number of concurrent packets.
Since our nodes have 2 antennas each, we expect IAC to multiplex
4 packets on the uplink and 3 packets on the downlink. We examine
whether our implementation can deliver these rates.
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Figure 13: 3-clients and 3-APs. The figure shows a scatter plot of the
rate under IAC and 802.11-MIMO, for 3-client and 3-AP scenarios. The
two lines are for reference; they illustrate the cases of no-gain in trans-
fer rate, i.e., “Gain=1” and a doubling of transfer rate, i.e., “Gain=2”.
The results show that, on average, IAC increases the rate by 1.8x on the
uplink and 1.4x on the downlink.
Each experiment involves three clients and three APs, and is run for
802.11-MIMO and then for IAC. In the 802.11-MIMO experiments,
each client accesses the medium alone and uploads/downloads 2 pack-
ets per timeslot. The medium is arbitrated between the three clients.
In IAC, all clients access the medium concurrently. In downlink
experiments, each client transmits 1 packet per timeslot. In uplink
experiments, in every timeslot, one of the clients transmits 2 packets,
the other clients transmit one packet each. We choose the client that
transmits the two packets in each timeslot in a round robin manner.
Results for 3-by-3 Uplink and Downlink. Figs. 13a and 13b
show scatter plots of the rate under IAC and 802.11-MIMO for the
3-client and 3-AP scenario. For each point, the x-axis shows the total
rate of the three clients involved in that experiment when they use
802.11-MIMO, whereas the y-axis shows the total rate of the same
clients when they use IAC. The figures show that IAC provides about
1.4x increase in transfer rate on the downlink and 1.8x on the uplink.
Furthermore, these gains are achieved at both low and high rates (i.e.,
low and high SNRs).
10.2 IAC’s Diversity Gain
Our discussion so far has focused on scenarios with multiple clients,
where IAC provides a multiplexing gain over 802.11-MIMO. But,
what if there is only one client? In this case, IAC has no multiplexing
gain over 802.11-MIMO, i.e., in both schemes, the maximum number
of concurrent packets that can be communicated to/from one client
is two (since it has 2 antennas). However, because of its ability
to coordinate multiple APs over the Ethernet, IAC still exhibits a
diversity gain over 802.11-MIMO. This diversity gain arises from
the ability to choose between transmit-receiver antenna pairs. For
example, consider the downlink when there is one client and two
APs. We want to deliver two concurrent packets to the client. 802.11-
MIMO can exploit diversity by selecting the best among the two
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Figure 14: 1-client and 2-APs. The figure shows that IAC is beneficial
even when the network has one active client. In this case, IAC provides
a diversity gain over 802.11-MIMO because it allows the client to choose
between downloading two concurrent packets from one of the two APs,
or using both APs concurrently, downloading one packet from each.
APs.9 IAC however has more options because it can exploit diversity
across APs; for example it can use one antenna from each AP or use
all four antennas together or any option in between.10
Experiment with 1-client and 2-APs. Every experiment uses one
random client and two APs. The client downloads 100 packets. We
compare an 802.11-MIMO design where the client downloads its
packets from the best AP (i.e., the AP that delivers the highest SNR
to the client) with a IAC design where the two APs cooperate on
downloading the packets to the client. Specifically, the leader AP
compares the following options: transmit one packet from each AP,
and transmit both packets from one of the two APs. It picks the option
that has a better throughput. In both 802.11-MIMO and IAC, two
packets are transmitted simultaneously in every timeslot.
Results for 1-client and 2-APs. Fig. 14 plots the increase in
download rate achieved with IAC in comparison with 802.11-MIMO.
The figure reveals the following:
• IAC is beneficial even when the network has only one active client.
• IAC has a diversity gain over 802.11-MIMO. This is because
802.11-MIMO can choose only between APs, but IAC can ex-
ploit antenna diversity across APs.
• Diversity is particularly beneficial at low rates (i.e., low SNRs),
where the rate could double with IAC. This is expected since having
two diverse choices typically gives an SNR improvement of about
1-3 dB [29]. This translates to high relative gains at low SNRs, but
relatively low gains at higher SNRs.
10.3 IAC in a Large Network
We investigate IAC’s performance in a large network with many active
clients (e.g., a large conference room). When the number of clients is
larger than the maximum number of concurrent packets, one has many
options for which clients transmit concurrently, both on the uplink and
downlink. Choosing a particular option impacts both fairness and the
total rate. In fact, in any wireless network, there is always a tension
between maximizing transfer rate and ensuring fairness because the
best option in terms of rate would always transmit to the client with
the best channel and starve the others. Thus, we want to look at the
performance in terms of both fairness and rate maximization.
In particular, we compare 802.11-MIMO against three algorithms
for picking concurrent clients. All three algorithms pick the packet
at the head of the queue for transmission; however, they differ in
the choice of which other packets to concurrently transmit with the
9The literature also presents another way in which 802.11-MIMO can exploit diversity.
In this case, the two antennas are used to send/receive the same packet/symbol. This
approach however is less desirable since it requires 802.11-MIMO to give up on sending
two concurrent packets, and repeat the same packet on both antennas [29].
10Note that comparing these options to find the best can be done merely by computing
the capacity using our knowledge of the channel matrices [29].
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Figure 15: Gains in Transfer Rate for the Whole Testbed. The figure
shows CDFs of client gains for three IAC concurrency algorithms. Each
CDF is taken over 17 active clients. The figure shows that the three
variants of IAC behave differently. IAC+brute-force delivers extreme
gains to some clients while reducing the rate of other clients below their
rates with 802.11-MIMO. IAC+FIFO is fairer but has low overall gains.
IAC+best-of-two has the best fairness-throughput tradeoff.
head-of-the-queue packet. The first algorithm is a brute force search
that finds packets in the queue that maximize the rate.11 The second
algorithm, which we refer to as FIFO, combines the packets according
to their arrival order. The third algorithm is the best of two choices,
which is explained in §7.2. This is the choice that IAC adopts.
Experiment. We use all nodes in the testbed in Fig. 11. We pick
three nodes to be APs and let the other 17 nodes be clients. Each
client has infinite demands. This ensures that a client’s throughput is
not limited by its own demands but by how the concurrency algorithm
chooses to serve the client. Packets from different clients arrive at the
system in random order. Each run involves using the medium for 1000
timeslots, and we repeat a run 3 times to compute the average rate
per client. We run the experiment with four designs: 802.11-MIMO,
IAC+best-of-two, IAC+brute-force, and IAC+FIFO. For each client,
we compute the average rate it achieves under 802.11-MIMO and
the three variants of IAC. For each variant of IAC, we compute the
change in client transfer rate in comparison to 802.11-MIMO, i.e.,
the gain seen by each client. We compare the three variants of IAC
by comparing their gains over 802.11-MIMO.
Results. Figs. 15a and 15b show the CDFs of the gains of the three
IAC concurrency algorithms with respect to 802.11-MIMO, both on
the uplink and downlink. The figures reveal the following findings:
• All three approaches for choosing concurrent packets provide a
significant gain over 802.11-MIMO. The average gain on uplink
is: 2.32x for the brute force approach, 1.9x for the FIFO approach,
and 2.08x for the best-of-two approach. Similarly, on the downlink,
the average gain is: 1.58x for the brute force approach, 1.23x for
the FIFO approach, and 1.52x for the best-of-two approach. (Note
that while IAC’s multiplexing gain is bounded by 2x, the total gain
can be larger because it includes diversity gains.)
11The relative rate can be estimated without transmitting the packets as ∑i log(1+
||~vTi Hi~wi||
2), where the sum is over client-AP pairs, Hi is the channel for a pair, and ~vi
and ~wi are the corresponding encoding and decoding vectors [29].
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Figure 16: Channel Reciprocity. This figure plots the fractional dif-
ference between the direct estimate of a downlink channel and its es-
timate based on reciprocity. The x-axis refers to runs at different
clients/locations. The figure shows that estimates based on reciprocity
provide a reasonable accuracy and can be used in IAC.
• The three approaches differ widely with respect to fairness. In
particular, the brute-force approach is significantly unfair. A few
clients get a humongous boost in transfer rate, while many clients
have a gain smaller than 1, i.e., their rates are better with 802.11-
MIMO. The other schemes have a better fairness, with the best-of-
two approach having the best fairness-throughput tradeoff.
• Thus, IAC, which employs the best-of-two approach, provides good
fairness and high throughput. It delivers an average rate increase of
2.08x on the uplink and 1.52x on the downlink. Further, no client
suffers a notable reduction in rate in comparison to 802.11-MIMO.
10.4 Channel Reciprocity
Finally, we check whether channel estimates based on reciprocity are
accurate enough to be used in IAC.
Experiment. We take 17 random client-AP pairs from the testbed,
and measure their uplink and downlink channels. We compute the
calibration matrices according to Eq. 8. For each pair, we then fix
the AP and move the client. This causes the uplink and downlink
channels to change (but the calibration matrices stay the same.) We
now make the AP measure the uplink channel, Hu, and multiply it by
the calibration matrices to estimate the downlink channel Hdreciprocity.
We compare this estimate with the downlink channel as estimated at
the client, Hdtrue. We compute the fractional error in the AP’s estimate
as Err =
‖Hdtrue−H
d
reciprocity‖
‖Hdtrue‖
. We repeat the experiment 5 times for each
client, where each run is done in a new location. For each of the 17
client-AP pairs, we plot the average fractional error in Fig. 16.
Results. The figure shows that reciprocity holds to a large extent.
The fractional error between the actual downlink channel and the
estimate based on reciprocity stays small. Note that since the client
changed location between the estimation of the calibration matrices
and their later application to estimate the downlink channel, reci-
procity is reasonably accurate despite client movement. This result
does not contradict prior measurements which show that links could
be highly asymmetric in their loss rate. Reciprocity refers only to the
channel matrix, but the performance of a link depends also on the
noise level at the receiving node, which could be highly asymmetric.
11 Conclusion
This paper introduces interference alignment and cancellation (IAC).
IAC weaves two signal processing techniques: interference alignment
and interference cancellation, such that the combination applies to
new scenarios that could not have benefited from either technique
alone. We show both analytically and via a prototype implementation
that IAC doubles the throughput of MIMO LANs.
We believe that IAC can provide benefits in scenarios other than
those explored in the paper. For example, IAC also extends to clus-
tered MIMO networks, which can occur in ad-hoc and mesh settings,
like that in Fig. 17, where links within a cluster are strong (i.e., high
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Figure 17: Clustered MIMO Ad Hoc Networks. Links within a cluster
have high rates, while links across clusters have low rates and hence are
the bottleneck. IAC doubles the throughput over these bottleneck links,
hence increasing the overall network throughput.
bitrate) and links across clusters are weak (i.e.,low bitrate). The
throughput of clustered networks is bottlenecked by the low bitrate
inter-cluster links. IAC can double the throughput of the inter-cluster
bottleneck links. In fact, this scenario is analogous to a WLAN where
nodes in the same cluster can be thought of as being connected with a
high bandwidth Ethernet. We believe that IAC can naturally increase
throughput in these settings. Further exploration of IAC in ad hoc
settings is left for future work.
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